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Association 

 
 
 

A newly founded 
student organization 
The Mission of the Penn State 

Energy Marketing Association is to 

establish an intellectual forum 

where likeminded individuals shall 

discuss, share, engage in, and 

debate content related to energy 

marketing for the purpose of 

acquiring industry fluidity and 

augmenting personal 

marketability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bridging the gap 
Energy marketing is unique in that 

it brings together engineers and 

students of business-minded 

backgrounds for a common 

purpose.  The Penn State Energy 

Marketing Association embraces 

this notion and is excited to 

establish an academically diverse 

forum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skill development 
The Penn State Energy Marketing 

Association seeks to acquire 

industry knowledge and skills 

above and beyond what is taught 

in a college curriculum.  PSEMA 

accomplishes this by hosting 

guest speakers, receiving special 

presentations from its corporate 

partners, and mutually sharing 

information in an academic forum 

setting. 
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About 
The Penn State Energy Marketing Association’s Market 
Update is a monthly publication containing price forecasts 
for crude oil and natural gas as well as updates on the 
status of renewables, economic events, and equities 
relating to the energy industry.  It is co-authored by 
PSEMA members, and each segment is overseen by its 
respective Commodity Director: 

Director of Oil:     Mickey Hopkins 

Director of Natural Gas:   Steve Ennis 

Director of Economy:   TBD 

Director of Renewables:   Anthony Garcia 

Director of Equities:  Robbie Epstein 

Co-Presidents Anthony Grider, Daniel Heinlein and Vice 
President Christina Cuppari serve as the Executive 
Editors.   

Contributors 
The following PSEMA members contributed to this edition 
of Market Update: 

Crude Oil:  Compiled by Mickey Hopkins 

Natural Gas:  Compiled by Steven Ennis  

Renewables: Compiled by Anthony Garcia 

Economy:  No section this issue 

Equities: Compiled by Robbie Epstein  

Comments from the President 

The Penn State Energy Marketing Association is 
excited to publish the our first newsletter of the 2018-
2019 year. We are always excited for the new school 
year to start. Each new year provides the opportunity 
for students to explore and learn more about energy 
markets and careers in the energy realm. Now is a 
chance for students of all ages, from freshmen to 
seniors, to push themselves to become better every 
day. All executive board members of PSEMA are 
here to aid and assist students in everything from 
questions from school to career prep. We pride 
ourselves on our collaborative, open-door policy 
which seeks to make our organization a safe place 
for anyone to come for the purpose of self-growth. 

Market Update is published every month and its price 
forecasts target for the upcoming monthly period.  
“Current” data pertains to values taken from various 
reputable news outlets.  

The Penn State Energy Marketing Association is a 
fairly new undergraduate student organization and 
we welcome any opportunity to collaborate with 
likeminded individuals and organizations.  If you 
have any ideas that could improve our monthly 
newsletter or simply are interested in furthering the 
mission of PSEMA, please contact us at 
PennStateEMA@gmail.com or at PSEMA.org 

- Daniel Heinlein 
Co-President 

 

Market Overview 
Segment Benchmarks 

• WTI:   $57.78 
• Brent:   $63.68 
• Natural Gas:  $2.53 
• S&P500:   2993.20 
• Dow Jones: 26963.00 
• Nasdaq:  8081.83 
• US 10-Yr:  1.665% 
• OVX:  37.42 
• VIX:  15.27 
• EUR - USD:  $1.1001 
 
Overall Market Effect:   
The lasting dialog of the past year has been the escalating 
trade war between the United States and China. Over the 
course of the past 12 months, this storyline has been a 
true headwind for financial markets around the world.  
 
US Stock markets are set to hit all-time highs, but there is 
an everlasting anxiety amongst the street that a recession 
is looming. As recently as one month ago, the US 
Treasury yield curve has inverted – a common indicator of 
downturn, with recession often following just months after 
an inversion. Yield curve inversion happens because 
investors are taking money out of stock markets and 
pumping them into the US Treasury market – therefor 
lifting the yield on short term bills rather than long term 
notes. This could have major implications for the world 
economy in the coming months. 
 
Global oil markets have been shifty in the past couple of 
weeks as well with the Iranian missile strikes on Saudi 
Arabian oil facilities. This one event alone sent oil prices 
around the world appreciating over 14% in one day. Since 
the strikes, the offset oil production in the Middle East has 
been met by an increase in supply from the United States, 
alleviating any upward pressure the missile strikes caused 
on oil prices. 
 

    - Daniel Heinlein 
 

*All information is as of 11:30am on Sept. 24th, 2019* 
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Crude Oil 

Crude Oil is one of the most volatile commodities in the world and this volatility was 
seen during a +14.36% one day increase in WTI Crude price on Sep. 16th due to 
missile attacks on Saudi Arabian refineries that lead prices on a jump from $58.62/bbl 
to $62.67/bbl. 
 

 
 
The Sept. 14 strikes on Saudi Arabian oil facilities lead to approximately 5% of the 
world’s global oil supplies being shut out of the market. This created an extreme worry 
about global supply which caused prices to increase rapidly but this worry was quickly 
calmed by Saudi Arabian officials saying that half of that production had been restored, 
which led the price to where it is currently sitting at $58.79 per barrel.  

The quick return to lower oil prices was also influenced by bearish crude inventory and 
production data from the US. US commercial crude oil inventories increased by 1.1 
million barrels from the previous week according to the EIA and crude oil production 
estimated by the EIA showed production for the week ending Sept. 13 held steady at 
12.4 million barrels per day which is down only 100,000 barrels per day from all-time 

high production in late August.   
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All of this bearish data is also accompanied by a very dreary economic outlook. The 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) cut is global GDP 
growth rate prediction to 2.9% for 2019, which is the weakest expansion since the 
global financial crisis a decade ago. 
   
This weak economic outlook is largely due to the trade war between the US and China 
as well as uncertainty surrounding a fast approaching no-deal Brexit. The uncertainty 
around both of these events will have negative effects on growth and investment in the 
global economy. Recently, the US Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell stated 
that “Weakness in global growth and trade policy have weighed on the economy”. 
  
This negative economic outlook as well as a slowdown in global manufacturing, 
combined with the bearish oil data imply that there is a lack of demand globally to 
offset the increased supply of oil currently in the market. Due to these factors, we are 
taking a mildly bearish stance on oil and believe that the price will stay between the 
$55 and 60$ per barrel range over the next month. 
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Natural Gas 

Domest ic 
Consumpt ion 
increases; 
Production 
falls  
The combination of the 
two has led to a recent 
decline of natural gas 
prices 

 

 

 

Storage 
Levels reach 
highest 
number since 
2012 
Increased storage 
levels combined with 
expected El Nino 
patterns place 
significant downward 
pressure on  gas prices 
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The EIA (Energy Information Administration) reported an 84 bcf injection into Natural Gas 
storage this past week ending September 13, 2019. This 84 bcf injection is the same as reported 
at this same time last year, and is only slightly off the 82 bcf 5-year average. Market observers 
had projected an injection between 71 and 85 bcf. Intercontinental Exchange Futures had 
predicted an 81 bcf build, while Natural Gas Intel’s model projected 79 bcf.  

The 84 bcf injection has a bearish effect on Natural Gas pricing as we saw futures prices take a 
hit with most of them closing 2 to 3 cents lower than their previous close. The Henry Hub spot 
price was as high as $2.75/MMBTU on Monday, September 16th. The market has since 
readjusted based on this past Friday’s storage report. Storage injections will most likely continue 
to increase until the Winter season begins November 1st.  

The graph below details the relationship been working gas in storage vs. the Weekly Henry Hub 
index price. Working Gas is gas that can be injected or withdrawn at any time. The Red Line 
shows year to date working gas, while the Blue Line shows the 5-year average of working gas. As 
you can see there is a negative correlation between the Henry Hub index and the Working Gas 
level.  
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Royal Dutch Shell (RDS-A) 
Coverage:  Robert Epstein  
 
Company Overview 
Royal Dutch Shell is the leader in oil and gas sitting higher that #2 oil company Exxon Mobil. 
Royal Dutch Shell pumps out 3.7 million barrels of oil equivalent daily while operating in 70 
countries. They sell crude oil, liquified natural gas, natural gas, synthetic crude oil, and 
bitumen. There largest operations sit off the coast in Australia and in the Gulf of Mexico.  Shell 
also has the world’s largest downstream retail fuel network, that carries 85% of its net sales 
and includes over 43,000 stations globally.  
 
Equity Signal  
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Notes: 
• Royal Dutch Shell is heavily correlated with Crude Oil WTI (0.67154) and 
•  Brent Oil (0.72815). 
• Recent volatility in macroeconomic environment is shifting analysts’ thoughts going 

into Q3 earning report which is taking place on 10/31/2019.  
• Ben Van Beurden (CEO) recognized that macroeconomic events are cyclical in nature 

and there is work being done to respond to the headwinds appropriately.  
• Shell has cut cost YoY but their margins are lower in part due to upgrading mines in 

the Gulf of Mexico.  
• Net Income YoY from Q1 2014 to Q2 2019 has increased significantly. Shell is trying 

take advantage of the increased net income by pledging money to renewable sources.  
 
Summary: 
Shell is heavily correlated to macroeconomic trends which includes the tension overseas and 
consumers globally. Shell is doing well internally by decreasing its Cost of Goods sold (-11 
billion last year) and having their CEO challenge its initiatives globally. Although all seem well, I 
would continue to rate it at a hold because is inevitable that they will not be affected by 
macroeconomic events.  
 
Recommendation: Hold  
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Renewables 
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U.S. wind 
power 

production ( in 
quad. BTUs) 

has increased 
500% in the 
past decade 

(2008-2018) 
Wind output has 
steadily increased since 
2008 and is projected 
to produce 9% of all 
U.S. energy generation 
in 2020, up from 7% in 
2018.  

 

U.S. energy 
generated 
CO2  emissions 
expected to 
decrease in 
2019 & 2020 
The EPA projects that 
in 2019 and 2020 
energy generated CO2  

emissions will decrease 
due to increased 
production from 
renewable energy and 
milder winters.  
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Goog le  makes  larges t  co rpora te  purchase  o f  renewab le  energy  in  his tory  

Google announced on September 19, that it would be investing 2 billion dollars towards renewable energy generation for 
the company. The investment will be used to develop new infrastructure and purchase energy contracts consisting of wind 
and solar energy. Google’s purchase has 18 renewable energy contracts which increases their renewable energy portfolio 
by 40%. The new commitment now has Google’s renewable portfolio at 5,500 MW which is equivalent to 1,000,000 solar 
rooftops. Google’s CEO Sundar Pichai stated that “To ensure maximum impact, all of our latest deals meet the 
rigorous “additionality” criteria we set out long ago for our energy purchases. This means we’re not buying power from 
existing wind and solar farms but instead are making long-term purchase commitments that result in the development of 
new projects.” Of the renewable projects being developed by Google, 720MWs of energy will be produced from solar farms 
across the United States. The states where these farms are located are North Carolina, South Carolina, and Texas. Google’s 
renewable infrastructure will not only be produced in the United States, but also Europe and Chile. In Europe, Google plans 
to create 793 MWs of renewable energy capacity spread across Finland, Sweden, Belgium, and Denmark. Rounding out 
Google’s renewable energy purchase, Chile will receive 125MWs of wind and solar capacity. Though Google is taking an 
initiative to be a corporate leader in renewable energy production, employees feel that Google can do more to reduce the 
carbon footprint created by the company. Employees announced their disdain with company in a blog posted last week. In 
the entry employees stated that they don’t approve of Google’s partnerships with fossil fuel extraction companies. The 
news of the Google’s renewable energy purchase came out days before a scheduled the Global Climate Strike, which 
hundreds of Google employees participated in. 

Source: Pinchai, S. (2019, September 19). Our biggest renewable energy purchase ever. Retrieved from 
https://www.blog.google/outreach-initiatives/sustainability/our-biggest-renewable-energy-purchase-ever/ 
 

Sta te  Co l lege ,  PA commi ts  to  100% renewab le  energy  by  2050  

This past summer the municipality of State College approved a plan that would make the town have net-zero emissions and 
100% of power sourced from renewable energy by 2050. This makes State College one of 17 municipalities in Pennsylvania 
to commit to a renewable powered future. The net-zero emission arrangement is expected to have positive economic 
implications for the area. As State College embarks on implementing renewable energy into its electricity generation portfolio, 
the town is expected to have many new job opportunities. The new jobs will bring diversified talent to the area and improve 
the local economy.  In present time State College is already making attempts to introduce renewable energy. The municipality 
currently has a partnership with Citizens’ Climate Lobby and have started installing solar farms in the area. In addition, the 
town also hosts Pennsylvania State University, which has started installing its own solar farms. In 2018, the University 
announced a plan to install a 2MW solar farm near the Mount Nittany Medical Center. The solar farm will produce clean 
electricity to power the university’s facilities. This is one of many plans that Penn State has for a future powered with 
renewable energy. As Penn State and the Citizens’ Climate Lobby begin to create renewable energy infrastructure, the town 
will continue to progress towards its 100% renewable energy goal. 

Sources: Project to provide reliable and affordable solar-generated energy to Penn State. (2018, September 20). Retrieved 
from https://news.psu.edu/story/537471/2018/09/20/sustainability/project-provide-reliable-and-affordable-solar-
generated 

Rushton, G. (2019, June 4). State College Commits to Achieving 100% Renewable Energy, Net Zero Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions. Retrieved from http://www.statecollege.com/news/local-news/state-college-commits-to-achieving-100-
renewable-energy-net-zero-greenhouse-gas-emissions,1480276/ 

 

 

 


